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A Note From Our President
2008 has started off on track
with the achievement of our monthly
goals for this year’s revenue potential.
Our Engineers have produced three
reliable products that are currently being
released for distribution. Our primary
products have been revamped over the
last two quarters of 2007 and have
received positive and complimentary
feedback from customers. We look
forward to the
upcoming months
as Cyber’s
enthusiastic sales
team focuses its
efforts on securing
our products’ top
position in their
competitive
markets.

Software Enhancements for ACL
Since being released in October 2007,
our new ACL Compliance Director has proven to
be a success. Information requests and various
product inquiries steadily grow in numbers each
week. Our product software is highly detailed but
designed to be a simple-to-use application. Cyber’s
ACL technology delivers enterprise wide security;
a paramount responsibility for IT departments
with today’s need for added network protection.
The engineering department has recently
deployed an online interface demonstration of ACL
Compliance Director. A specific login account is created by the request of the prospective client, giving
them the opportunity to explore the cap-abilities of
the protective software. Also, the feature list has
been updated to now support a Cisco Catalyst
Switch. Further refinements to the product based
upon customer submissions are currently being
developed.

Dustin Defnall
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Cyber Update, 2008 Starts Off Strong
Cyber Operations, Inc. begins the
2008 year with a great start by having all
three proprietary products on the market
and selling. The enhanced activity required
the search for additional engineers and
sales representatives to support the influx
of inquiries and orders. Since its debut in
July of last year, the MDV (Media Data &
Voice) Division continues growing the
revenue stream and while establishing
strong customer relationships worldwide
(see inside this issue for a more detailed
update of this division).
Our enhanced Biometrics Access
Control Solution (Cyber SAM) was released
in the third quarter of 2007. Through improvement of the product for ease of use
and quality assurance pursuant to internal
controls and customer feedback, the product is highly functional and user friendly.
Full marketing and sales of Cyber SAM are
underway and are moving forward.

The Digital Advertising Network
(Cyber DAN) remained fruitfully popular
while setting a new level for revenue contribution in 2007. Our newest update Cyber
DAN: MAX IMPACT v2008 is expected to be
viewed as a cutting edge approach to digital media distribution. After a market review, existing customers and prospects are
anticipating the new release to better enhance their messages at a lower cost than
the competition.
ACL Compliance Director continues
to prove that the power of a full functioning
network security software tool is a “MUST”
for all sizes of networks. Since the fourth
quarter of 2007, inquiries regarding the
ACL Compliance Director product continue
to grow weekly, and the plan for informative seminars of how to maintain a secure
technology network to provide better understanding of today’s security threats and
protection options and strategies develops.

Inside Cyber
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SSI Partnership Underway; Details to be Finalized
Within months after announcing the strategic partnership with Security Solutions
International (SSI), both teams are beginning to define the next steps in providing consulting services for physical and virtual security programs in access control, network
security, information protection and first responder training to Corporate and Government
security markets.
As reported in the national press release, together, SSI and Cyber Operations will
engineer SSI's homeland security training assets to create a "Homeland Security Best
Practices" digital media content library. The content for the training programs will be
managed and delivered to customers on a secure private network using Cyber Operations'
digital network solution, Cyber DAN.
The integrated project agenda is in full swing and working toward solidifying
specifics. IDEAS Studio (another partner of Cyber based out of Orlando, FL) will be involved with the content creation launch. The second step will be to align key strategic
sponsors, and discussions are underway with various prospects. Teaming with more
industry associates will benefit the impact of this coalition once the program is introduced.
Also, the initial rollout of select sites at which industry related tradeshow conferences will
be held has yet to be determined, although twenty to fifty locations are being considered.
Again, all of this will be built on the power of the new Cyber DAN, bringing advanced technology and dynamics to the Homeland Security best practices network.
Corporate and government entities are in dire need of education and exposure on
new wave technologies and security regulations to better protect their most valuable interests. This merger was created to specifically target this security issue and address
these markets with effective training programs and consulting services.
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Additional Features Incorporated into Cyber DAN; MAX IMPACT v2008

“ I’m excited to
present this
outstanding new
version to
current clients
and new
prospects. The
enhanced
features and
updated software
are sure to be a
big hit!”
Keith Williams

The redevelopment of Cyber DAN, Cyber’s digital advertising network, remains successfully underway. Although Cyber DAN; MAX IMPACT v2008 was scheduled to be released in
February, Cyber Operations has received overwhelmingly positive feedback and an influx of
suggested additional features from our customers.
The Engineering Department is committed to creating a quality product that meets our
customers’ needs and requests, and as such, the Engineering Department has elected to release
Cyber DAN; MAX IMPACT v2008 on March 1, 2008. This revised release date will allow our Engineering Department to ensure that all of our customers’ valuable suggestions are incorporated
into our Cyber DAN product and to effectively complete product testing.
Cyber Operations’ Engineering Department has worked diligently towards this product’s
progression, and we look forward to hearing the success stories from satisfied customers as
Cyber DAN; MAX IMPACT v2008 infiltrates the market.
NEW FEATURES INCLUDE (BUT NOT LIMITED TO):

•

Enable/Edit/Deploy Cyber DAN from any web
browser platform (Mac, Linux, windows, etc)

•

Customize screen sections: multiple viewports

•

Live TV feed along with enhanced capabilities
for more video/image/audio formats

•

Cellular support for remote wireless applications

•

Online storage of media for simple deployment

•

Multiple players grouped; edit all at one
time

•

Touch-Screen for interactive programs

•

HD Resolution now supported

•

Swf “Flash” files now supported

•

Highly detailed Report Center

Numerous viewport possibilities
for standard and widescreen panels

Digital Signage Network Utilized in Golf Industry
Southern Fairways announced their Digital Advertising Network launch, scheduled for March 2008 with
the implementation of the Cyber DAN MAX IMPACT Digital Signage Solution from Cyber Operations.
Southern Fairways is currently working with several golf properties and companies, including Affiniti
Golf Partners located in Alpharetta, Georgia, and Honours Golf and GolfTEC both based in Birmingham,
Alabama.
Honours Golf Company is the leading boutique golf course management company in the Southeast.
With golf courses located throughout the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains to the sandy white
beaches along the Gulf Coast- Honours operates some of the most renowned golf courses in Alabama,
Florida, Georgia, and Mississippi.
Affiniti Golf Partners specializes in the development and management of great American golf courses.
Their partners and principals have built and managed resort, private, and daily fee golf courses all
over the United States. Southern Fairways is also excited about their relationship with GolfTEC.
Founded in 1995,
GolfTEC has established itself as the premier source of golf improvement in the world. GolfTEC taught
over 10% of the lessons in the United States in 2007, helping thousands of players finesse their game.
“Every course and company we have approached with our Digital Signage business model has been
extremely excited over Southern Fairway’s Digital Advertising Network” said Guyther. “The potential
in this market is unlimited and the scalability and features of the Cyber DAN MAX IMPACT solution will
allow us to grow our network as our needs grow.”
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MDV Update — Continuing to Gain Momentum

“Thank you to
each of our
shareholders,
consultants,
customers, and
friends for your
continued
support of Cyber
Operations!”
Mary Stewart Nelson

Cyber Operations’ MDV Division specializes in International VoIP carrier services.
Through this division, Cyber Operations provides a unique service of originating and terminating calls to countries across the globe, with a primary focus in Latin America and Asia.
The nature of our MDV Division’s customers and vendors vary widely, ranging from niche
players, tier 1s, and PTTs alike.
Due to the increased traffic and sales by our MDV Division, the MDV Division has
recently expanded its hardware and equipment to co-location facilities across the United
States. The use of co-location facilities will provide for a higher capacity of phone line bandwidth to provide better service to our current customers and to allow for a higher potential
of future business.
After only five months in existence, Cyber Operations’ MDV Division has succeeded
in numerous accomplishments. The number of the MDV Division’s total international contracts
recently exceeded 125, and our MDV Division continues to consistently secure contracts on a
daily basis.

Annual Shareholders Meeting a Great Success!
On December 5, 2007, Cyber Operations hosted its first Annual Shareholders
Meeting at Ross Bridge Renaissance Golf Resort. With many shareholders in attendance,
the meeting was a great success! Shareholders were updated on the company’s progress
in product development and financial outlook. A Reception following the Meeting gave
shareholders an opportunity to meet the Cyber Operations Team, as well as many of its
friends, consultants, and customers. Thank you to each of our shareholders, consultants,
customers, and friends for your continued support of Cyber Operations!

Cyber Delivers Digital Media Network to Reel Games Inc.
Teaming to Bring Immersive Rich Media
Experiences into Global Resort and Travel Market
Cyber Operations, Inc. has teamed with Reel Games, Inc of Fort Lauderdale, Florida to
develop and market integrated digital media network solutions to the Travel and Resort
Industry. Cyber Operations' technology CyberDAN is being integrated into Reel Games
gaming devices for sale to resort and travel customers around the world. This teaming
combines Reel Games' track record in the resort technology sector with Cyber Operations'
software and digital media technology.
The initial shipment of integrated technology is headed to Spain where Norwegian Cruise
Lines will integrate the devices and the networked solution into their cruise experience.
Sean Smith, CEO of Reel Games commented, “The global travel and resort industry is
increasingly looking for new ways to entertain and enrich vacation experiences. By partnering with Cyber Operations, we have a unique advanced technology system that our
current customers and new prospects are craving.” Phil Ruggieri, CEO of Cyber Operations added, “We are honored and excited to work with the Reel Games team. Together,
we are delivering valuable solutions to enable our customers to grow their businesses.
Our strategy is to integrate our advanced software into customer-focused solutions."
Cyber Operations digital media technology includes content management and hosting, network provisioning and delivery, and distribution of rich content to customer locations around
the world. Content that can be delivered includes live video, live audio, cable television, web,
customer advertising and programming, as well as standard and custom RSS feeds --- all in
concurrent mode. The CyberDAN solution delivers a private label media network, which customers can use to generate advertising revenue, build brand loyalty, train employees, and
enrich the overall customer and employee experience.

This newsletter may contain certain forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties concerning Cyber Operations, Inc. (“The Company”). Statements, which are
not historical facts, are forward-looking statements. Generally the words “believe,” “expect,” “intend,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “project,” “will” and similar expressions, identify forwardlooking statements, which generally are not historical in nature. The Company’s actual results could differ materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. Such forwardlooking statements are necessarily estimates reflecting the Company's best judgment based upon current information and involve a number of risks and uncertainties, and there can be no assurance that other factors will not affect the accuracy of such forward-looking statements. If the Company does update or correct one or more forward-looking statements, investors and others
should not conclude that the Company will make additional updates or corrections with respect thereto or with respect to other forward-looking statements. This newsletter is provided for
information purposes only and is not intended to constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities.

